Before installation, it is compulsory to read the NC 869 "ORIGINAL INSTRUCTIONS 2/3 Installation and user manual".

1a Remove the side guide rails.
1b Connect the side guide rails with the awning cassette.
2a Place the roll-up awning in the window opening.
2b Connect the roll-up awning to the power supply.
2c Check the roll-up awning for correct installation.
3 Screw the roll-up awning to the window or to the lining.
4a Place the previously disassembled profiles in guide rails.
4b Screw profiles to guide rails.
5 Lower slightly the roll-up awning fabric.
6 Install the bottom bar in the roll-up awning arms.
7a, 7b Install the tube that makes the fabric deflect.
8 Cut off the safety string.
9 Roll down the roll-up awning fabric.
10a Place gas springs in guide rails.
10b Push in the safety mandrels.
11 Check the roll-up awning for correct operation.
12 Use the locks to set the bottom beam tilting moment.
13 If required, adjust the end positions of the roll-up awning.